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COOPERATION - Cooperation is working with another person or a 
group to accomplish a goal or solve a problem. It is almost always the case that you can 
achieve more when you work with others. When we focus on what we have in common it 
is easier to reach solutions.

How did the kids in Mr. McBoom’s class cooperate?
Can you completely decorate a Christmas tree all by yourself? 

Even if you can, would it be as much fun as sharing the experience 
with your friends or family?

Early childhood is a critical time of development for children. Baxter’s Corner™ books 
have engaging characters and fun stories children will want to read again and again. 
Our signature Go Beyond activities will help children grasp fundamental values and 
learn important skills.
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WhatATree
It WillBe!
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Go beyond . . .

Fun facts about Christmas trees
Even before the first Christmas, evergreen trees were used by  
people in ancient history during the long, dark days of winter as a 
reminder that spring would return, bringing more hours of sunlight to 
grow plants for food.

• Bringing decorated trees indoors to celebrate Christmas began in 
Germany in the 16th century.

• The first records of Christmas trees in America date back to the early 
1800s. By the 1870s, Christmas trees had become common in America.

• Originally, Christmas trees were decorated with candles, nuts, berries 
and other types of food. 

• Glass ornaments began to be used as decorations on American trees 
in the late 1800s.

• When electricity arrived, candles on trees were replaced by Christmas 
lights. 

• Franklin Pierce, the 14th president, began the tradition of having an 
official tree in the White House.

• Approximately 30 million real Christmas trees are sold in the United 
States each year.

• More than 77 million Christmas trees are planted each year. It takes 6 
to 8 years for a Christmas tree to mature.

• Christmas trees are grown in all 50 states, including Hawaii and Alaska.
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What do you think?
Search for specific examples from the story to answer the questions. Use 
the second set of questions to discuss what it means to cooperate with 
others.

1. How did Mr. McBoom encourage the kids to work together?

2. What did the kids do when Mr. McBoom asked them to work 
together?

3. Did each of the kids get to participate in decorating the tree? 
How?

4. What did the kids think once they were finished decorating the 
tree?

5. According to Mr. McBoom, what made the tree special?

Answers for “What do you think?”
1. How did Mr. McBoom encourage the kids to  

work together? Page 12 

2. What did the kids do when Mr. McBoom asked  
them to work together? Page 14

3. Did each of the kids get to participate in  
decorating the tree? How? Page 14-27

4. What did the kids think once they were finished  
decorating the tree? Page 28

5. According to Mr. McBoom, what made the  
tree special? Page 30 
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Tree - show staged framing �nished tree 7 stages
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Group art project 

Materials
• Paper
• Crayons, markers or paint & paintbrushes

Instructions
1. Gather family members or a group of friends.
2. Discuss ideas for the subject of the drawing or painting, such as a 

landscape, a person, an activity, an animal, etc.
3. Make a decision about what the subject will be.
4. Ask someone in the group to start the drawing.
5. One at a time, each person takes a turn adding something to the 

piece.
6. Continue taking turns until your group agrees that the piece is 

complete. 
7. Have everyone sign the picture and display it where the group 

can enjoy it.

Now discuss your artwork. Talk about what your thoughts were when 
you added something to the piece.  What were you trying to draw or 
paint?  How did the piece change when different people in the group 
added something?


